Let u(x, x'}dx' be an arbitrary microlocal operator. We define the symbol function & (x, O of u(x, x') Roughly speaking, the notion of microlocal operators is the most general one in hyperfunction theory, possessing this microlocal -property.
operators) on M, defined by [11] (resp. by [4] ). Here we do not give their definitions. But later we give an explanation of them from symbol theoretical point of view, and then their meaning will be easily understood. We note that <f °°C g R d^. The symbol theory is already known only for these special subclasses, and our aim is to extend it for general microlocal operators. Only after that, we obtain enough knowledge of them.
To state the main theorem, we give some preliminaries. 
Remark, (i) Let l(t) be a scaling function. It is easy to see that lim J(0=0, and t<t'^>l(t)<X(t'). If l(t) is a scaling function, f-»+0
we define ^0(0 by 4, (0 =*(*)/*. If * = 0 5 we define ^(0=^(0=0. It is easy to see that both A(t) and ^0(0 are positive definite, and that they always have the inverse functions, %~l(t) and ^"HOj respectively.
(ii) Taking r>0 to be small enough, we may assume that is very small.
Example, (i) J(0 =mt
s , m>0, j>\.
(ii) J(0=wi(-log tyt 9 m>OJ>0.
In this paper, we denote by x the variables in M or X=M € , and by ? the dual variables of x. Now we give the following Definition 0.2. Let S*= (0; 0, . . . ,0, V^)ef=TS*M, and let , MO be two scaling functions. We denote by ^l A =(^l /f ) r the space of all holomorphic functions a(x,£} defined on some conical complex neighborhood V of x* such that for any s>0 there exists some C e >0 satisfying Remark. We denote by ff f l = (^)o, the space of all a(x 9 f such that fl(x, f) satisfy the condition required for <^o* with //(O =0 (i.e., the space of infraexponential functions), and by ^2 -(^2)°* the space of all a(x 9 f) e («^i)°* which have asymptotic expansions 0(#, f)~£] 0y (#»?)> where each #/(#, f) is homogeneous in f of jeZ degree j (See [11] for the precise definition). In [3] and [11] it is proved that 8 £ = (^2)o*/^*, and in [1] that fJf^ (&i Thus we have
The next results are the symbol formulae for adjoint operators and composite operators of microlocal operators,, For that purpose, we need to estimate the derivatives d x a d/a(x,g), a,@^Z + n , for <2(*,f)ê o*. Concerning these estimates, it turns out that our symbol space y has a very similar property as the general symbol space S™ 8 (R n ")j m^Z, 0</?, <5<1 9 introduced in distribution theory by L. Hormander [2] , There exists similarity also to the more general space S^p i8 (R nm^Z , 0<>, <S<1, and y(O is a "basic weight function", defined by [7] , In §5 we shall note more precisely that our theory is a generalization of the theory of analytic .S^-class defined by G 0 Metivier [9] (See also [10] ). The details will be explained in §3 and §5 5 and here we only note the following fact: Let 0(# 9 f) be a symbol function (in distribution theory) belonging to S™ B (R") 0 Let A be the corresponding pseudodifferential operator (also in distribution theory), and let ^4* be its adjoint operator,, If ^><5, then the symbol of ^4* is given by the asymptotic expansion
However, we cannot expect to obtain such a result if p<iS. In fact, if one calculates the above asymptotic expansion formally, each term in (0.5) becomes larger and larger as |a|-> + oo.
Remark. Let A=u(x 9 x')dx'G&**. In hyperfunction theory, ^4* is defined by A* = u(x\ x)dx' e In distribution theory, the same letter A* stands for the complex conjugate of u(x',x)dx' e In this paper, we always follow the convention in hyperfunction theory.
Analogous situation occurs in our theory. Let A e =£Po* 9 and thus the adjoint operator A* belong to 3?^*^ where x'* = (0; 0 9 . 80? 0 9 -V^T) eV^T'FAf is the antipodal point of x* . Assume that a(A)^^X ifJl with some scaling functions l(t) and /^(0» If one wants to obtain a result as (0.5), one needs to assume the following condition on l(f) and /*(0 9 where C 0 >0 and C\>0 are regarded as some given constants :
Condition C 09 C 10 If 0<O<1/C 09 then we have ^ As for the asymptotic formula for composite operators of microlocal operators, the argument proceeds in a similar way, and we state the following theorem without explaining its precise meaning (See §4 for the details).
Theorem 0. 6, Let Ai = Ui(x, x')dx'^&**, i = l, 2, and assume that i} =tii(x, £) &£fi. ift for some scaling function ^-(0 and /^(£) 5 Remark. We need to note the relation between our theory and the theory of Fourier integral operators with complex phase functions, due to A. Melin and J. Sjostrand [8] . Assume that a symbol function a (x, f) is of the form Here the amplitude ai(x, f) is assumed to be an element of y 1? in our notation, and we assume that the phase function <p(x^ f) satisfies | Re <p(x, ?) I ^ (%( |Im;c|) +//(|Ref | /Im? B ))Im? n with some scaling functions %(t) and //(£)• Then we have a(x, f) e^.
On the other hand, #(#, ?) may be regarded as the symbol of a Fourier integral operator (precisely speaking, a pseudodifferential operator) with a complex phase function. Our theory may be regarded as the generalization of such a theory, since we need not assume that a(x, |) is written in the form (0.7). We only need to assume that it satisfies an estimate of the form (0 0 3). If (x, £;*', f) e supp a(*, *'), then from (1.1)* we have and feG. We define G°= {^eV^T /J"; Im *«Im f( = -Im ?(£)) ^0 for any ?eG}, and F° similarly. Then F°= {^e jgn}, an d G° is a little larger than F°. It follows that there exist some r > 0 and some scaling function
Here 6 (Uff.) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on £/£>. We describe the situation for the case n = \ in figure 1. Note that if n = l, we have y= x. The vertical arrow indicates the direction of supp u(x, x'). Im It is easy to see that if we have chosen r>0 small enough, there exist some scaling function (i(f) such that v(x, x^^O(U^l') can be continued analytically to V^r.
The advantage of introducing the new coordinate system y-y(x) is that the domain of definition of v(x, #') can be described in such a direct product form : U$ U V™ r = © (U^r U V ^ . This will be n helpful for us in later arguments.
However 
Proof. We remind the reader that we may assume (1.6) J(0, MO^* (See Remark (ii) after Definition 0.1). Let (^ z')^Wv tft , tr ,. We first assume that |Im s| i^( |Refe -*') I )• Then we have and from (1.6) it follows that we have Imfe -^')>^( |Im <;|) 3 thus . We next assume that
We need to prove that we have either Im(z -z')>H(\lm z\ ) or From (1.6) and (1.7), we havê )l), and thus we only need to prove Im(*-O>-MIReCe;-OI).
Let fe ^)e^,^,^ then we have and from (1.6) it follows that Im(z-z')>-i*( | Re (*-*;') 1 ). Q..E.D.
Let tc(t) and K' (t) be two scaling functions. We say that ic(t) and K,' (0 have the same order if there exist some constants m l and m 2 such that tc(t) =m l K! (m 2 t}.
In Proposition 1.1, /i(0 and X (t) have the same order, but fi(t) and /*' (t) do not. This may be regarded as defect. In fact, the orders of the scaling functions need not be changed : Proposition 1.2 has advantage to Proposition 1.1 form the above point of view. But whether one uses Proposition 1. 1 or Proposition 1.2, the conclusion is the same, in the whole context of this section: There exist some r>0, and some scaling functions /KO, /*(0, such that v(x 9 #') e 0 (Wjf^r).
Thus from logical point of view, Proposition 1.2 may be regarded as unnecessary, although it has its own interest. We do not give the proof of Proposition 1.2 by this reason, and only note that it follows from a local version of Bochner's tube theorem, due to M. Kashiwara and H. Komatsu [6] 
, §2. Fourier Transformation of Microlocal Operators
In this section we define the Fourier transform u(x, ?) of u(x 9 x'^dx'&L&a*. In this section, again we assume that u(x, x') satisfies the assumption (1.1), for the moment. The general case will be treated at the end of this section. Let v(x, #') be a defining function of u(x, #'). We fix some 0>0, and define y=y(x} by (1.2), as before, and thus we have v(x 9 x') ^ 0(Wfy ir \ for some J(0, MO, and r.
We define W^dCxC by Let r'>0 be small enough (r'^Cr). We assume that ^ and J 2 satisfy
It is easy to see that if ^eC7 satisfies |Re z\ <r 7 , |Im ^| <r 7 , then we have (*, ^ -j,-) ePF A^ir? i=l, 2. Let C>0 be large enough. Then we have 
Then we have
(ii) / Proof. Let a(*, f) e0 ,."(?;), and let (*, *') e W^.Xi.e., (j^-, .?/)
,.,,, l^'^ii). Let /i, J 2 c {1, 2, ..., rcjbe such that -/ 1 U i / a = {1, 2, ..., raj is a disjoint union. We define J=(Ji 9 
J^).
Let / be such a pair, and we assume that (x, x') satisfies Re(^--y/) ^0 (resp. <0) if j'e/j (resp. / 2 ). It is easy to see that <y be another neighborhood of (f, -?). We choose Ui(x 9 x'} J(MxAf)(^MxM) such that Ml (x, ^0=0 if (f, r)^o; and =tt(*, *0 if (f, r)eo>'. We define fi(x, f)e^o./^-. by fl(*, f) = (x, f). To prove that this is well-defined, we need to show that if MiOc, x') satisfies (1. 1) and (£*, £'*) € supp M b then ^(j, f)^^.. We can easily prove this fact, using the microanalyticity of ^(A:, ^')-In fact, in (2. 5) we can choose the path of integration F in such a way that ^(x, £) becomes exponentially decreasing at ^*, and thus &i(x, f)eJ^o». Thus we have obtained the following map:
To prove that this is an isomorphism, we first prepare the following .5), and calculating this integral in the same way as there, we obtain (i). Since [<P(jO] is equivalent to the delta function near x , we obtain (ii). Lastly, since supp[0(jO] is completely contained in the first octant, we obtain (iii). And we can prove Proposition 2.9 in this way if n = 2.
We next consider the case for general n. Let us denote the above by (2.14). We define b(x, x')dx'e&o. by 6(x, * 7 ) =6 7 (*, *'). From
(ii) of Proposition 2. 9, it follows that this is well-defined. Using Proposition 2. 8, we can prove that the mapping is the inverse of (2. 16), and thus (2. 16) is an isomorphism. This proves Theorem 0. 3. 9 belongs to 0 (W^i^/ >r/2 ). This is important since we can calculate the Fourier transform of w(x, x') from w(x^ 2x -x') (considered at the point x ) as follows: The Fourier transform w(x, f) is defined by
It follows that w(x, 2x -x') =v(2x -x', x) as a function of (x,x')
The precise definition of this integral is given just in the same way as in § 2, but this time we are considering at the antipodal point x'* of x . Thus every domain must be modified in an antipodal manner. If we write x" = 2x~ x' 9 we have This time we regard w(x 9 2x -x") as an element of 0 (W^/, r/2 ), and we may regard vb(x 9 -£) as the Fourier transform of w(x, 2x-x") a Replacing x" by x', we have Considering 0(* + 0*, *) = 0(* + 0(*-*'), A:+ (5-1) (x -x')) as a function of (*, x 7 ), we have t> (* + **, x) e (P (M^i^/. r /2), by virtue of Lemma
If tf(f)=pf(Ct)
and 0^'Cr, we have 0,(*, f) e (P ^/.^(r r /). From the proof of Proposition 2. 5, we obtain a uniform estimate for 4*(x 9 f), 0^0 5^1 : For any s>0, there exists some C e >0 such that Xlm 57,} on jT r , 9 O^^^l. We can estimate the derivatives of $ 0 (x 9 I) as follows: 1/y -Assume that C E = C does not depend on s>0 3 and let e-^ + 0, 0-0, in (3.9). If (*, f) eT(A) H ^PlTM, k^ a\, |/3|, then we have for a, fi^Z + n . In this case we have 0(#, f) e5°i 5 with ^=(j -5 = l/z. In this sense, our theory may be regarded as an analogue of S% tS theory, in the category of hyperfunctions. As was mentioned in § 0, it seems inevitable to assume some condition, if one wants to obtain an asymptotic formula for adjoint operators (See §5).
Now we can give the asymptotic formula. Let C 0? CV be large enough and assume that ^(0 and ft(t) satisfy Condition C 0? C/. We start from (3.2). If (*, £)er(j), f rom (3, 3) and (3.9) it follows that for any s>0 there exists some C e >0 such that 
T(j).
A defining function of a (A;, x'} (with ^*=«(x', *)<£*') is given by (2.10) where a(x, f) is replaced by ilb(x, -£), modulo microanalytic elements: i.e., as the defining function of u(x', x), we may take j=i Xlm 37,} on TV, with the same letter 1 and ju, and that ^, /* satisfy Condition C 0 , Ci. Then the above argument applies for a (A*) (#, -£)> and we obtain Theorem 0. 5. In the general case (under the weaker assumption (3. 19)), we can also follow the above argument, although several points require more careful consideration. We do not give the proof for the general case, because it is essentially the same thing.
Q,. E. D.
§4. Symbol Formula for Composite Operators
Let Ai=Ui(x 9 x')dx' G&o. 9 i = l, 2. In this section we give an asymptotic representation of the symbol of
We assume that M,-(X, x') 9 i = l, 2, satisfy the condition (1.1), for the moment. Let 0>0 be large enough, and define y =y (x) by (1.2). It follows that the corresponding defining functions »,-(*, x'), i = l, 2, are holomorphic on WP tft . tr , with some r>0, and some scaling functions ft(0j respectively.
We first investigate the domain of definition of the function 
Proof.
We only need to prove (0.2) for //(0> other properties being trivial.
We denote as fJ^(t) = (i(t) /t 9 # 0 (0 = ft(0 A? i = 1? 2. If t<Jt' 9 then we have
We next show that (v^v 2 ) (x 9 x') e (P (M^i^, r /) with 0<r' <r. Precisely speaking Vi*v 2 is defined by From now on, we write as y-= y,-,(x") 9 as before. We define From Lemma 4.2 it follows that we can calculate (0i*fl 2 ) A (#, f) according to § 2, the domain of integration being appropriately chosen. Let s^, s 2 be as in § 2. We define them explicitly by
Let 7-' be a path from j/ to j 2 '. We have
Here F is as before, and
We note that if To give an asymptotic representation from (4.8), we need to replace the domain of integration P' in (4. 8) by another one. We fix an arbitrary point (x, x"} eC n xC" such that (4.9) is satisfied and 
Proof,
The difference of (4.8) and (4.11) is the following: In (4.8) each y s -y/ moves on 7', but in (4.11) moves on f. The difference of these two paths is /i/U/ 2 /, where l iJ9 i = l 9 2, \<Z,j<^n 9 is the line segment between j/ and J/4-(y } -y"} (See figure 4) . Let / b / 2 C {1,2,..., n} be such that J 1 (JJ 2 = {1, 2,..., n} is a disjoint union, and let /= (J l9 / 2 ) be a pair of such J l and / 2 . We define jT" 7 by /""/= {#-tf'eC"; j> y -^/ep', j^Ji, J>/-JV/ e^i /U/ 2 ,-, We can estimate these derivatives as in § 3, and obtain the following : Let C 09 Ci be large enough, and let r">0 be small enough. Let T(j) cC ?n xC R ? j^Z + , be the domains defined in Proposition 3 0 4 0 Then for any e>0 there exists some C e >0 such that , .
-
neglecting microanalytic elements Here we define ^(j), jeZ + , by -1, Im f n >C 0 j}, as in §3 0 As was shown in §3, from (4. 14) -(4. 19) we obtain (*,*')= modulo microanalytic elements. The right-hand side is convergent, and it becomes the defining function of the kernel function \Ui(x, x")
We obtain Theorem 0. 6 from the above argument, by the same reasoning as Proof of Theorem 0. 5 in § 3. § 5 8 Two Examples
In this section we give two important examples, and also explain about the notion of analytic S^-class, defined by [9] , We first consider the Lewy-Mizohata type operators P The analytic Sj^-classes are the most typical examples of our symbol theory. Our theory is more general in two points : It contains operators of infinite orders, and it involves more complicated scaling functions.
For the Grusin type operators, Metivier proved (essentially) the following : Let C be large and let r be small. Assume that the principal symbol A±(x, ?) of A(x, D) satisfies Then we can obtain some G,(x, £), j^Z + , of analytic respectively, which satisfies Each symbol Gj(x, £) is obtained successively by solving a transport equation. See [9] and [10] for details.
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